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Chapter 1739

It was only at noon that George Han was easily suppressed by himself. Although he did
have some weird counterattacks, to Ruo Yu, that was nothing at all.

He is always in his own hands, just an ant.

She could pinch George Han to death at any time as long as she wanted to.

It is precisely because of this that Ruoyu rushed up first, and while beating down the dog,
she also proved her ability to all the disciples, proving that she should be the best
disciple of Sifeng.

But just for a few rounds, Ruo Yu was already sweating profusely, George Han’s fierce
and domineering attack made her exhausted, and the huge energy consumption made
her body basically empty.

On the other hand, George Han on the opposite side, although his face was cold, his
brows were completely relaxed and calm!

Suddenly, Ruo Yu suddenly realized that he was the dog!

“boom!”

With a loud noise, Ruoyu looked at George Han unwillingly, and then his body floated
away and hit the ground heavily.

The crowd is dumb!

The scene was silent, and needles fell.

Time to defend Buddha stopped at this moment!

Everyone opened their eyes wide and could hardly believe what they saw before them.

Ruoyu was defeated, and the defeat was quite miserable.

In just a few minutes, Ruoyu is almost helpless.

And what she was facing turned out to be a slave to the nihilism!

George Han stood with his hands behind and silently looked at everyone present.

Like death, staring at their spine chills.



Wu Yan clenched his posterior teeth, his eyes were cold, and his fists were clenched
tightly. George Han’s performance was completely beyond his expectation, but it also
strengthened his determination to kill George Han.

This kind of hidden danger cannot be kept!

“George Han, it’s no wonder that you specialize in sneaky things. It turns out that you
learned some magical magic. Today, I can’t keep you, Gucheng, kill him!”

“Yes!”

As soon as the voice fell, Ye Gucheng flew in an instant, with a white sword and a
phantom!

George Han frowned, squeezing energy, and rushing directly without even thinking
about it!

boom! !

Suddenly, Bai Mang and Black Qi directly collided, and the huge energy explosion
directly caused countless disciples present to fall to the ground, and a slave like Xiao
Tao was blown out three or four meters away!

And immediately following, the entire thatched house was raised to the top, George Han
and Ye Gucheng shot straight into the sky at the same time.

Suddenly, the clouds roared in the sky, black and white fighting fiercely.

On the ground, a group of disciples got up from the ground, and hurriedly ran from the
house to the outside of the courtyard, looking at the sky one by one. At this time, Wu
Yan also quickly walked into the courtyard and stopped to stare.

In midair, George Han and Ye Gucheng come and go.

Ye Gucheng snorted, “George Han, last time you were lucky, but you didn’t take your
dog’s life within three moves. Today, no one can protect you.”

Facing George Han, Ye Gucheng was full of confidence, he had never put George Han
in his eyes, even if he could defeat Ruoyu just now.

But so what, five Ruoyu are not their own opponents either!

George Han shook his head helplessly.

Ye Gucheng snorted coldly: “What? Afraid?”

George Han smiled: “Afraid? Really, I’m afraid you will doubt life from now on.”



George Han Xiexie smiled, and the whole figure accelerated, turning into several
afterimages, and attacked Ye Gucheng.

And Ye Gucheng was also lucky, and greeted him without backing down.

The two sides hit the earth again with sparks, one black and one white, two rays of light
like electric dragons, entwining each other, fighting each other, and the flames between
the collisions made the sky above the four peaks roar away!

In the Void Sect, all the peak disciples have left the dormitory, stopped in the courtyard,
and looked into the distance.

Lin Mengxi has been in the main hall and has not left. As a mother, she made Qin
Shuang’s accommodation in the house. At this time, Qin Shuang and Qin Shuang
walked quickly into the courtyard due to the vibrations above the Four Peaks.

For some reason, Qin Shuang was in a trance tonight, especially when he saw the
situation in the sky at Sifeng at this time, he was even more disturbed: “What happened
to Sifeng?”

Lin Mengxi frowned slightly: “It looks like something has happened to the Four Peaks.”

“Could it be George Han?” Qin Shuang felt strange all the time after he left Sifeng for
only a day. At this moment, seeing the strangeness of Sifeng, he couldn’t help thinking
of George Han.

Lin Mengxi smiled bitterly and glanced at Qin Shuang strangely: “Why, when did you
start hanging on George Han at all times?”

Qin Shuang’s face reddened slightly: “Where is it!?”

Lin Mengxi smiled: “You are my daughter, don’t I know you yet? But you have to
understand that you are the future of the Void Sect, and he is just a slave of the Void
Sect.”

Hearing this, Qin Shuang felt very disappointed.

Lin Mengxi frowned at this moment: “However, don’t worry too much. The two energies
in the sky are very powerful. In George Han’s case, he can’t reach this point.”

Qin Shuang’s heart was slightly relieved, it was not George Han.

“But how could the sky over Sifeng suddenly be like this?” Qin Shuang asked.

“Isn’t the matter of taking a bath last time? I heard that someone sneaked into the Four
Peaks tonight and grabbed Xiaotao. I wanted to come. Maybe the flower picking thief
last time acted again, but your brother-in-law has already taken it. The person passed by
himself, it should be arrested.” Lin Mengxi said.



Qin Shuang nodded: “Then can I go and see?”

Chapter 1740

Qin Shuang wanted to see it, naturally because she was peeked last time, she wanted
to see, who is that brave guy!

Lin Mengxi frowned. She wanted to refuse. After all, Qin Shuang had just arrived in the
main hall, but saw that all the disciples of the peaks were rushing to the four peaks to
see the excitement. As the master of the four peaks, she also needed to go back,
accompanied by Qin Shuang. It’s not a bad thing.

Lin Mengxi nodded, leading Qin Shuang, and the two of them headed towards Sifeng.

Along the way, the closer Qin Shuang got to the Four Peaks, the more he felt short of
breath, and there was an unknown sign in his heart.

At this time, the battle in the Four Peaks had become fierce. Ye Gucheng became more
and more brave in the battle, and George Han also faced each other. The two sides are
inextricably difficult to distinguish.

Wu Yan on the ground has a frown like a sword. Although George Han’s Tianyin
technique is not proficient and deep enough, he abruptly relies on strange moves and
strange ways of energy operation, causing Ye Gucheng to mess up. Regarding this and
losing the other, if in time, Ye Gucheng, a genius boy, would probably be no match for
the younger generation of beasts like George Han.

If this kind of flame is Wu Yan’s own, he will be very happy, but if it’s not his own, or his
own lineage, he must cut the roots.

Seeing countless disciples rushing towards the Four Peaks, Wu Yan frowned: “What are
you guys doing in a daze? This George Han used cult tricks. He was clearly a spy from
the demon sect. He killed me. he.”

“Yes!”

The disciples took the order, and immediately formed a formation, attacking George Han
with various books.

Ye Gucheng was sweating violently, and his heart had already been horrified. He did not
expect that in the fight between the two, the attacks he was proud of failed to receive
any effect, although he had been prepared, but Still unable to withstand George Han’s
frequent and violent attacks.

Although outsiders saw that the two were evenly matched, only Ye Gucheng knew that if
he continued to fight, he would undoubtedly lose.



The energy loss in his body was extremely serious, and he couldn’t support it for long!

Seeing the intensive attack assistance on the ground like artillery fire, Ye Gucheng was
overjoyed.

One withdrew, taking advantage of George Han’s resistance, Ye Gucheng took
advantage of this gap and gathered a large amount of energy in his hands, using the
gap of George Han to resist other attacks, suddenly launched a sneak attack! !

“Sky Thunder Fire!”

boom!

A huge fireball fell from the sky, pressing towards the top of Mount George Han.

George Han’s right hand Tianyin technique used black energy to forcibly prop up a
defensive wall to resist the attacks of the disciples, and his brows shrink.

“Roar!”

A silver dragon suddenly flew out from George Han’s left hand, and went straight to the
sky thunder and fire! !

“Do you have a helper?” George Han smiled coldly.

As soon as Linlong came out, he turned into silver light, and his entire body passed
directly through the sky thunder fire. There was an explosion in the sky, and the sky
thunder fire was instantly destroyed!

Ye Gucheng didn’t succeed in the attack, and spit out uncomfortably: “George Han, f*ck
you, you are looking for death!”

Ye Gucheng waved his big hand, and a flying elephant flew out of his sleeves and
rushed towards Linlong.

Above the ground, all the disciples of the Void Sect also arrived one by one. When Lin
Mengxi arrived, the elders of the peaks also rushed there. Under their leadership, a
group of disciples rushed to the thatched cottage in the vegetable garden. central.

Elder Shoufeng raised his eyes and glanced at the sky, all the disciples gathered with
spells, the light was too bright, and it was not clear who the central defender was.

Only saw Ye Gucheng fighting with his pet flying elephant.

“I didn’t expect that such a big movement in the Void Sect was caused by Gucheng.”
When saying this, the elder of the first peak obviously said to the elders of the second
and third peaks.



The show off of these words couldn’t be more obvious.

The dynamics and statics are in itself a manifestation of strength.

Elder Erfeng admitted it in his heart, but said in a sarcasm: “Yes, but it’s capable. Even a
little flower picker would have to work so hard. The apprentice of Senior Brother
Shoufeng is really capable.”

The elder Shoufeng blushed with sarcasm: “That’s also much better than your Erfeng
who can’t even catch anyone.”

Lin Mengxi didn’t want to watch their boring quarrel, she looked at Wu Yan and
whispered, “Brother Jieyuan, is the other person above the sky the thief?”

Wu Yan nodded: “Exactly.”

Lin Mengxi nodded: “Unexpectedly, this flower picking thief is so powerful and can fight
so fiercely. It’s no wonder that Sifeng was disturbed by him twice, but it was difficult to
catch him.”

Wu Yan looked at Lin Mengxi with a smile, and said, “This thief has cultivated evil ways.
The moves are vicious and evil, but each contains a bit of my nihilism. It is really
unprecedented. But, this is not the case. It’s not the reason why you can’t catch him.”

Lin Mengxi furrowed her brows: “I would like to hear the details of Brother.”

“The so-called day-to-night defense is hard to defend against a house thief. This thief is
among your four peaks, so naturally it is hard to find it.

“Senior brother means that this flower picker is from my Four Peaks.”

Wu Yan smiled and looked at Qin Shuang: “Shuang’er is very familiar with her, this
person is George Han!!”

At this time, everyone looked, under the strong light of the disciples’ spells, George
Han’s firm and cold face was suddenly able to see!

Chapter 1741

“George Han!”

A group of elders were shocked.

How could the person above the air be him???

How could such a dim person who fought Ye Gucheng be a slave???



Qin Shuang’s face was pale, and his body was unstable, staggering a few steps!

How could it be three thousand!

Suddenly, Qin Shuang’s nerves collapsed because she suddenly remembered what
George Han faced at this time. It was the siege of the disciples.

Don’t talk about him, it is absolutely impossible for him or any elder present to carry so
many people’s offense.

“George Han is just a slave, why is he able to fight the Gucheng for so long?” Elder
Erfeng frowned.

“Yeah, this is really unbelievable.” Elder Sanfeng even regretted it. He knew that George
Han had such ability. When the main hall was tested, he should be accepted as a
disciple. At least Sanfeng would not be reduced to nothing. The future.

Elder Shoufeng stared into the air, his expression was complicated, he was worried
about his apprentice Ye Gucheng. It’s always a pity for George Han.

“Although George Han was a slave, he practiced wicked sorcery and went retrograde
through meridians.”

Wu Yan’s words surprised a group of elders again. It turned out that George Han was a
member of the magic way.

The elders looked at each other immediately, and no one had any regrets anymore.

“George Han has rescued me many times. He is not a man in the magic way. He is a
good person.” Qin Shuang’s anger was upset for George Han.

Wu Yan suddenly dissatisfied: “Shuang’er, although you are talented and intelligent, you
are too young after all, and you have too little social experience to distinguish between
good people and bad people. George Han is not what you expected. You were deceived
by him. “

“How can the people of the magic way be good people, Shuang’er, you are now a
disciple of the main hall, but you have to learn to distinguish right from wrong!” Elder
Shoufeng also sarcastically said.

Qin Shuang was anxious. In the Forest of Hundred Beasts, George Han didn’t even
want her life to save her. He returned to the main hall and took the initiative to give the
credit to himself. If the person is bad. Qin Shuang would rather believe that there is no
good person in this world.

“George Han is not what you think, he is a good person, and I won’t let you hurt her.”
After Qin Shuang finished speaking, he wanted to rush to help George Han.



“Shuang’er, stop for me!”

Suddenly, Lin Mengxi yelled and stared at Qin Shuang coldly, her face full of icy anger.

Since childhood, Lin Mengxi has been fond of Qin Shuang, even reluctant to say a
heavy sentence, but this time, Lin Mengxi was angry.

If George Han is a member of the magic way, then Qin Shuang must keep a distance
from him!

“Oh, Shuang’er, it seems that you are fascinated by that monster, you shouldn’t be like
that.”

“Yeah, Shuang’er, you are a disciple of the main hall. How can you be with demons?
Your task should be to kill demons and defend the right way.”

“He was your slave at this time. Shuang’er, you should kill George Han to prove your
position!”

Killed George Han? Qin Shuang shook his head desperately, no. She can’t do it!

She was grateful that he was too late, so how could she kill him???

“He is a beast at all, he just sneaked into my nihilism under the guise of good intentions,
the purpose is to do those obscene things, Qin Shuang, Shuang’er, you have to avenge
the victimized servants.”

Lin Mengxi looked at Qin Shuang coldly, George Han committed the crime, Qin Shuang,
the slave master who had walked very close to him recently, would naturally be pushed
to the cusp of the storm.

This will affect Lin Mengxi’s future, and the best way to eliminate such rumors. It is
self-evident innocence.

“Shuang’er, you are right. Sometimes you need to prove your innocence and stand firm.
You should help you Senior Brother Ye Gucheng.”

Qin Shuang looked at Lin Mengxi incredulously, with tears rolling in her eyes, she still
shook her head resolutely, backing back again and again, how could she kill George
Han? She would rather face herself than George Han.

“No, I… I don’t want it.”

“Shuang’er, don’t mess around.” Lin Mengxi shouted angrily. Then, directly handing her
matching sword into Qin Shuang’s hands, the meaning couldn’t be more obvious, she
wanted her to kill George Han.

Qin Shuang looked at the sword. Tears flowed lightly, and he was reluctant to take it.



“If you don’t kill George Han, then the friendship between you and my mother and son
will end here.” Lin Mengxi knows her daughter’s personality. Although she looks cold,
she has a kind heart. If she doesn’t force her. Her softheartedness will harm her future in
Nothingness.

Hearing this, Qin Shuang looked at Lin Mengxi in disbelief, she didn’t expect Lin Mengxi
to force her like this.

On one side is the person who saved him, and on the other side is the mother who has
worked hard to raise herself. Qin Shuang’s heart collapsed, and it was difficult to make a
decision for a while.

Gritting his teeth, Qin Shuang flew straight towards George Han with the sword in Lin
Mengxi’s hand.

“Disciples, listen to orders!” Wu Yan shouted angrily at this time.

All the disciples shouted in unison: “Yes!”

“Assist Ye Gucheng and Qin Shuang to kill the enchanting George Han, line up, and
listen to my orders.”

“Yes!”

The disciples led the orders, lined up in several rows, aimed at George Han in mid-air,
waiting for Wu Yan’s order.

At this time, Qin Shuang flew to George Han with a sword.

Seeing Qin Shuang coming, Ye Gucheng was coldly proud and looked at George Han.

“George Han, I’m sorry.” Qin Shuang looked at George Han, guilty.

George Han smiled. Lift the sword in your hand. “You don’t have to be sorry, in the
Forest of Hundred Beasts, you and I have paid off, you are you. George Han is George
Han.”

When Qin Shuang heard this, Qin Shuang’s body was shocked, and suddenly felt
extremely painful in his heart.

Pay off??? This means that the two have nothing to do anymore, right!

Looking at George Han’s smile. Looking at the sadness in Qin Shuang’s eyes again, Ye
Gucheng couldn’t bear it: “Okay, George Han, stop talking nonsense and die.”

As soon as the voice fell, Ye Gucheng attacked George Han again. With Qin Shuang
here, Ye Gucheng was high-spirited and tried his best to show off in front of Qin Shuang.



Qin Shuang was sad for George Han, and Ye Gucheng made a move. Viciously, vowed
that George Han would die without a place to be buried.

Facing Ye Gucheng’s fierce offensive, George Han smiled coldly, and directly
confronted him with ease.

Ye Gucheng quickly became more and more shocked by the battle. Because it was only
a short time, George Han’s originally rather jerky Tianyin technique, now not only got his
hands, but most importantly, some of the moves used by George Han were his own.
Spells.

This guy even learned from himself while he was playing!

Ye Gucheng’s forehead was cold and sweaty. Fighting was only one aspect, and not
wanting to fight was one aspect. If he kept playing like this, he was really worried that he
would be stolen by George Han without leaving his pants.

These are all things he has studied hard for decades.

What Ye Gucheng didn’t know was that the more bitter ones were still to come!

Chapter 1742

“Qin Shuang, what are you doing in a daze? Don’t help?” Ye Gucheng hurriedly shouted
towards Qin Shuang behind him.

Qin Shuang was completely immersed in the chic figure of George Han beating Ye
Gucheng, and all kinds of past events continued to appear in his mind, which was
difficult to erase. She was only reflected by Ye Gucheng’s shout.

An embarrassed glance at Wu Wuzong under him. Gritting his teeth, Qin Shuang
rushed over with a sword in his hand.

With the addition of Qin Shuang, the battle was turned around in an instant. Ye Gucheng,
who was already at a disadvantage, got a chance to breathe. When George Han was
tired of coping with Qin Shuang’s attack, he played a trick, always taking advantage of it.
When George Han was not paying attention, he suddenly launched an attack.

Qin Shuang’s attack is strong and his cultivation base is extremely high. Although Qin
Shuang obviously released the attack on George Han, Qin Shuang is one of the three
geniuses after all. While his cultivation is not as good as Ye Gucheng, he has the golden
body of the Beast King in his body.

Although it couldn’t pose any huge danger to George Han, it was far more pressured
than Ye Gucheng put on George Han.



Under this circumstance, Ye Gucheng, a bitch, made every effort. Facing George Han’s
various sneak attacks, he cut a knife on his back, a sword on his waist, and another on
his leg.

In just a moment, George Han had left a few holes in his body, his clothes were soaked
with blood, and his whole person was like a blood man.

Seeing George Han do this, Qin Shuang’s eyes shed sad tears, and the fight retreated,
completely not wanting to continue fighting with George Han.

George Han seized the opportunity, and backhand directly caught Ye Gucheng from the
sneak attack, kicking him a few meters away. Ye Gucheng was kicked to vomit blood in
the air while retreating.

In the face of George Han who pounced again, Qin Shuang just made a symbolic
mechanical resistance. After several attacks, Qin Shuang’s long sword fell and Qin
Shuang also cried completely.

Facing George Han, she couldn’t start, let alone watch George Han die in front of her!

George Han smiled bitterly: “Sister, you should not be merciful to my subordinates. On
the battlefield, being kind to the enemy is cruel to yourself.”

Qin Shuang was merciful, but George Han wouldn’t, because he knew that he couldn’t
die anyway. Because Amelia Su is still waiting for herself.

Qin Shuang shed tears and did not want to resist: “If this is the case, then I would rather
die by myself.”

Finished. Qin Shuang closed his eyes silently.

George Han’s pupils shrink slightly.

Seeing the long sword falling from the air, Lin Mengxi’s eyes were full of anger, she
knew. Qin Shuang didn’t lose to George Han, but eventually lost to himself.

Wu Yan was furious and waved his hand: “Where are the disciples!”

“in!”

In the field, thousands of people responded in unison, the voices shook the sky!

“All the disciples listened to the order and killed Nie Zhan George Han!”

“Yes!”

All the disciples shouted angrily, and immediately formed three large arrays, aiming at
George Han who was in the air, and each pinched a spell!



For a time. The entire four peaks were illuminated by the group of magic, the light was
dazzling, the magic of thousands of disciples of the Void Sect. Like the rain in the sky, it
hit George Han directly.

George Han furrowed his brows, and directly knocked Qin Shuang flying with a palm.

boom!

Mid-air magic magic gathering, with George Han as a point, exploded, and the impact of
the explosion even exploded a mushroom cloud in mid-air. The spreading momentum
spreads over the entire void of nothing!

“Do not!!!!!”

Qin Shuang flew all the way, watching Liu George Han getting further and further away.
However, the disciples’ attacks were getting closer and closer to him, and Qin Shuang
cried heartbreakingly until he finally surrounded George Han directly.

After the earthquake, everything seemed to be quiet.

It’s like after the rain, peaceful and silent.

Countless disciples stared at the bombed sky.

But just when the digital elders let go of their hearts. Suddenly, they suddenly felt
something was wrong, which was already completely permeated in the smoke.
Suddenly there was a spark.

The next second, the elders were dumbfounded.

The smoke cleared, and George Han stood proudly in the air, with a golden light on his
body, like a god of war, watching all sentient beings.

“What…what…”

“This… how is this possible.”

The attack from the crowd just now, although it can’t be said to destroy the world, it is
also strong enough, even any elder present, dare not assert that he can retreat with his
whole body.

But George Han…

What the hell did this guy do? Didn’t die like this???

Wu Yan suppressed his inner surprise. Hastily awakened all the disciples who had been
stunned together: “All disciples listened to the order, line up!”



When Qin Shuang saw George Han just now, it was only a few seconds before he burst
into laughter. Facing the naming of Elder Wu Yan, he panicked again for a while.

She just wanted to ask George Han to run, but this time. George Han split his mouth and
smiled suddenly.

“Why? How many people do you bully and fewer people?”

The sound is like evil and charm, and the smile is like blood.

Just as Wu Yan was about to issue an order to attack again, he suddenly felt the whole
ground tremble slightly, and it was getting stronger and stronger.

In just a moment, the entire ground and even the air were bursts of harsh bangs.

This???

“Look!”

Suddenly, someone yelled loudly at this time, and everyone was looking for a reputation.
In the distance, the dust was flying, the trees fell on the ground, and countless strange
beasts came into the jungle!
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